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Abstract

Proteomic tools measure gene expression, protein activity and interactions of biological events at the protein level.
Proteins are the major catalysts of biological functions and contain several dimensions of information that collectively
indicate the actual rather than the potential functional state as indicated by mRNA analysis. Measurements can be made in
terms of protein quantity, location, and time-point. For the future we see a further integration of existing and new
technologies for proteomics from a wide range of areas of biochemistry, chemistry, physics, computing science and
molecular biology. This will further advance our knowledge of how biological systems are built up and what mechanisms
control these systems. However, the potential of proteomics to comprehensively answer all biological questions is limited as
only protein activity is measured. A unification of genomics, proteomics, and other technologies is needed if we are to start
to understand the complexity of biological function in the context of disease and health.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction hundreds of ‘‘proteome projects’’ (PubMed search
revealed 828; for some examples: http: / / au.ex-

Until recently, proteomics was almost exclusively pasy.org /ch2d/ ) where one performs relative quan-
associated with the display of large numbers of titative measurements of the phenotype and corre-
proteins using two-dimensional electrophoresis (2- lates these with the genotype, or where the level and
DE). Now however, the field of proteomics is quality of protein interactions are defined. Proteome
undergoing rapid ‘‘evaluation’’, where old tech- applications are wide and now span all areas of
nologies are being refined to become downstream biology from agricultural to medical science.
compatible as part of integrated analytical systems. While the ‘‘proteome’’ was originally defined as
We are also witnessing an enormous growth of new the total protein complement of the genome [1,2], it
technologies allowing faster, more reliable, more was clear from an early stage that a total analysis of
comprehensive studies than ever before. This rapid the proteome was impractical to realise because:
growth and rise in applications of proteomic research (i) The use of two-dimensional (2-D) gels com-
has been enabled through the already impressive bined with current technologies would not support
work done with genomic technologies. Genomic and the visualization and or identification of all proteins
proteomic research now complement each other and [3].
are partners for comprehensive large-scale studies (ii) Much of the genetic code of organisms is
that will contribute to the understanding of disease translated at differing stages of cellular development
and health processes and drug action. Proteomics [4,5].
now incorporates multiple technologies including: (iii) Complexity is increased by regulation most of
differential display analysis by gels or chips; protein which is done post RNA translation, post-translation-
and peptide separation and prefractionation to extend al modifications of proteins, and cleavage and splice
coverage of analysis, or specifically select classes of possibilities of genes increase the complexity of the
proteins; measurement of relative abundance through protein observed making complete analysis difficult,
affinity based quantitation; and sophisticated algo- if not (currently) impossible [6–9].
rithms for database interrogation to allow accurate (iv) There are differences in the expression of
and rapid determination of proteins and validate and proteins between different organelles, cell types,
determine possible protein–protein interactions. The organs and whole organisms [10].
focus now is to apply cutting-edge proteomic tech- (v) Similar phenotypes can be attained from
nologies so that a robust analysis of complex bio- alternative protein pathways within cellular net-
logical systems becomes timely, inexpensive and works, which can be influenced by disease, en-
widespread. vironmental, internal, and biochemical stimuli [11–

14].
A schematic of phenotype in relation to cellular

2. Defining proteomics processes and the proteome is provided in Fig. 1.
Due to the inability to capture all expressed proteins

After decades of measuring protein expression and within a cell for a particular time point, proteomics
investigating function, using a variety of techniques has undergone a logical rationalisation into three
to separate, visualise and identify proteins, the field main research areas, defined by various applications
of proteomics has emerged as a robust and global where technology development is an enabling factor
approach to analyse protein expression. There are in all areas. These areas target: expression
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Fig. 1. Schematic of relationship between genome, transcriptome and proteome.

proteomics; subcellular map proteomics; and modu- a system, whereas measurements of proteins reflect
lar proteomics. the actual state of a system.

The study of global changes in protein expression
between diseased and healthy states, or cells per-

2.1. Applications of expression proteomics turbed by drug or other stimuli, is called expression
proteomics [18–20]. Multigenic diseases such as

Expression proteomics is conceptually similar to cancer, diabetes and heart disease, account for
DNA microarray data. Microarrays allow rapid mea- around 98% of diseases [21]. Diagnosis and charac-
surements on global changes in gene expression. terization of multigenic disease is difficult due to the
However, the information content for mRNA expres- complex interactions and epigenetic events that
sion and protein expression can be quite different. circumvent affected pathways [22]. Discovery of
Recently there have been several reports that show a disease markers therefore requires a global approach,
poor correlation between RNA expression and pro- and comparative expression maps allow proteins
tein expression [15,16]. This implies that the in- with increased or decreased abundance to be iden-
formation obtained for a pathological condition tified and quantitated. By measuring the expression
derived at the level of gene activity is incomplete of large numbers of proteins, the coordinated
[16,17], or at most only reflects the potential state of changes in expression of disease-specific proteins
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can be monitored. This is currently most commonly many patients with clinically localized cancer who
performed by a combination of 2-DE and mass do not have an elevated serum PSA level, and others
spectrometry (MS). However, recently isotope coded who have high serum PSA and do not have prostate
affinity tags (ICATs) [23] and difference gel electro- cancer. Therefore, more accurate and sensitive bio-
phoresis (DIGE) [24] have been used to accurately markers are being sought. Studies that have used
and sensitively display the differential expression of proteomic approaches include 2-DE and MS [26],
proteins on a large scale (discussed below). Expres- and SAGE [27] combined with 2-DE and MS
sion proteomics is not limited to these technologies. [28,29]. The well established procedure undertaken
Various tools and technologies are being used to to identify differentially expressed proteins by 2-DE
screen for new markers and mechanisms in many and MS is shown in Fig. 2. Androgen deprivation is
diseases. These include 2-DE, MS based approaches, a common therapy for prostate cancer. By comparing
serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE), cell-line the protein profile of two cell states differing only in
specific expressed sequence tags (EST) and cDNA their stimulation with a synthetic androgen, the
array analysis. androgen-mediated regulation of protein expression

One of the leading causes of cancer deaths in men could be established using 2-DE and MS. Nucleoside
stems from prostate cancer [25]. Diagnosis of pros- diphosphate kinase A (NDKA/nm23) was differen-
tate cancer can be made via blood stream released tially expressed and identified. This protein has
prostate specific antigen (PSA). However, there are tumor metastasis suppressor activity both in prostate

Fig. 2. Identification of androgen-regulated protein from metastatic prostate cancer cells by 2-DE and MS. M12AR cells were (A) starved or
(B) stimulated with synthetic androgen. Protein expression profiles of whole cell lysates were compared and proteins undergoing qualitative
expression differences were digested with trypsin (1). Peptides were separated using mLC–MS/MS (2) and identified by sequence database
searching (3). Modified from Nelson et al. [28].
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and in several different human tumors [28]. In a over expression is implicated in breast cancer tumor-
second study on androgen-regulated genes, 32 pro- igenesis and whose modulated activity is commonly
teins from 1032 were found to be altered in their used as a diagnostic marker for breast cancer [35]. A
expression, while 351 genes (from 16 570) were humanised monoclonal antibody, called Herceptin
found to have changed in expression [29], making provides passive immunity by recognising Her2 /neu
obvious the necessity to obtain many levels of receptors. The Her2/neu receptor and other receptors
information by applying multiple technologies. are exposed on the membrane and thus can become

therapeutic targets.
2.2. Applications of subcellular maps

2.3. Applications of modular maps
Organelles such as mitochondria, lysozyme, endo-

plasmic reticulum, golgi and microsome, have An emerging paradigm in protein biology involves
numerous specific functions within the cell. The the systematic identification of proteins that interact
presence and activity of proteins in organelles re- with each other at a ‘‘biological level’’. Proteins can
flects these functions and mapping their protein be defined in the context of their interactions within
distribution will give insight into the spatial dis- a network to provide a unique characterisation of
tribution and localized protein activity. From a associations within whole proteomes. Protein do-
technological perspective, an important benefit of mains and their interactions and associations increase
subcellular fractionation is that sample complexity is the complexity in higher organisms. Many biological
decreased, enhancing the ability to comprehensively regulatory events result through protein–protein in-
analyse selected organelles. The discovery of novel teractions. Even mis-aggregation and incorrect inter-
proteins and the potential for localising disease action such as the formation of amyloid beta protein
pathways that are specific to different organelles has can cause the onset and progression of illnesses such
prompted research using 2-DE. Examples include as Alzheimer’s [7,36,37]. Establishing protein inter-
human placental mitochondria [30], placental lyso- action maps is still difficult but is not impossible.
zymes [31], a mitochondrial ribosome [32], and golgi The complexity of this task can be appreciated by the
[33]. The golgi complex is involved in sorting, |300 000 interactions possible within a single yeast
packaging, redistributing, secreting and recycling cell [20,38,39]. A representation of a protein inter-
proteins. Such a composite role is reflected in the action map is pictured in Fig. 3 [40].
protein repertoire. Wu et al. [33] have identified
several classes of proteins involved in the regulation
of membrane fusion and secretion using 2-DE and
liquid chromatography (LC)–MS to obtain a global
functional screen between basal and maximal secret-
ory golgi states in rat mammary glands.

The microsomal fraction consists of proteins that
are integral or associated with lipid membranes.
These proteins make up pores, transporters and
receptors and therefore mediate cell-specific interac-
tions. Han et al. [34] have quantitated the differen-
tially expressed microsomal proteins following expo-
sure of the HL-60 cell line to 12-phorbol 13-myris-
tate acetate (PMA). Here, ICAT, multi-dimensional
chromatography and automated MS/MS were used
to record the intracellular distribution of proteins
during cellular differentiation and attachment. Mem-
brane proteins are of considerable therapeutic value Fig. 3. A protein–protein interaction map showing many addition-
as has been exemplified by Her2 /neu, a gene whose al interactions for each of the proteins in the pathway [40].
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Modular proteomics relies on many technologies. DNA binding and protein–protein interactions, and
Two reasons for this are the relatively low physio- the effect of biological function is suggested.
logical concentration of proteins inside the cells, and Protein–protein interactions can also be predicted
the difficulty of attaining a multi-protein state in its via computational methods, as protein families origi-
‘‘biological form’’. The use of high affinity anti- nate from a common ancestor and therefore have
bodies and tags [41] for enrichment of complex similar features. Domain fusion or ‘‘Rosetta stone’’
components to study modular proteomics has been sequences of fused genes have been used to compu-
reviewed recently [42]. The combination of a num- tationally predict protein–protein interactions within
ber of techniques have been used to identify proteins signaling pathways, structural complexes and meta-
and peptides, and include the use of: 2-D chromatog- bolic pathways [50,51]. Here, fused domains of a
raphy and MS for the direct analysis of protein protein in one organism are used to predict inter-
complexes from mixtures to characterize the 80S action of these domains separated through evolution
ribosomal subunits [43,44], and to identify peptides in another organism. Other computational methods
displayed on major histocampatibility complex for studying protein associations include: (i) phylo-
(MHC) 1 associated with Trypanasoma cruzi in- genetic profiling, based on the co-occurrence of
fection and the related disease ‘‘Chagas’’ [45]; solid- proteins in different genomes and the presence or
phase extraction (SPE) coupled with capillary elec- absence of a pair of proteins to predict physical
trophoresis (CE) and MS for the elucidation of associations [52]; (ii) mRNA expression and associa-
|90% of the yeast ribosomal multi-protein complex tion, where proteins with the same expression levels
[46]; and several different chromatographic steps over a series of conditions may be functionally
followed by sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide linked; (iii) gene clustering in one organism where
gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) and MS used to the genes have been separated by evolution in
identify 40 components of the nuclear pore complex another organism [53,54].
(NPC) [47].

Recently, two similar methods that are particularly
effective at identifying protein complexes were 3. Molecular analysis tools
reported [48,49]. Both have been used in ‘‘large-
scale’’ identification projects and can provide in- In all areas of proteomics, sophisticated computer
formation on three or more proteins in complexes. programs and highly sensitive and robust technology
The methods involve ‘‘co-precipitation /mass spec- is required to analyse proteins and their biochemical
trometry’’. With these methods ‘‘affinity tags’’ are properties and how these proteins interact. The field
attached to target protein(s) (bait). The bait proteins of proteomics is therefore now incorporating tech-
are then purified on an affinity column and then niques previously only associated with other fields,
separated by SDS–PAGE. Proteins are then treated and there has been a rush of new ‘‘integrated’’
as described in Fig. 2. technologies. An overview of current proteomics

In another study that involved measuring perturba- technologies is given in Fig. 4.
tions in the yeast galactose utilisation pathway using
DNA microarrays and quantitative proteomics, and 3.1. Separation /prefractionation technologies
taking information from databases of known physical
interactions, a refined model was suggested for the 3.1.1. Multi-dimensional separation: liquid based
yeast galactose utilisation pathway [15]. This work Alternative approaches to 2-DE such as chroma-
did not use affinity tags for protein associations, tography are being used for proteomics studies [55–
however does offer high-throughput analysis through 58]. Most notably, Link et al. [56] described an
the use of ICATs (for the proteomic component). integrated system that employed a biphasic two-
The study is rich in proteomic and genomic data and dimensional micro (m)LC column packed with strong
integration of this data reveals a physical-interaction cation-exchange (SCX) and reversed-phase (RP)
network. Thus, while no co-precipitation was used, materials. This enabled a step-wise analysis of
important information was obtained for protein– peptides initially by charge and then by hydropho-
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the integration of technologies for proteomics including fractionation, display, quantitation, identification and
informatics. The unification of DNA, mRNA, and metabolite information is also essential for a complete understanding of biological
function.

bicity. The multi-dimensional protein identification MuDPIT approach. Multi-dimensional approaches
technology (MuDPIT) system was built in-line with can combine size-exclusion [59], ion-exchange [60],
a tandem mass spectrometer. With this approach immobilised metal affinity [61], reversed-phase chro-
proteins of high (.100 kDa) / low (,10 kDa) mass matography or capillary electrophoresis [62] and are
and of relatively low abundance (codon bias ,0.2) either directly integrated with an MS instrument or
and solubility could be identified; thereby extending run off-line prior to MS identification [63]. The
the analysis range possible because proteins and process is represented in Fig. 5. By coupling these
peptides are separated by different physicochemical high-resolution separation techniques directly to a
properties than with 2-DE. Recently, Washburn et al. tandem MS system, the sampling losses are de-
[57] accounted for 1,484 yeast proteins using the creased allowing for greater sequence coverage.

Fig. 5. Schematic of two-dimensional chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry for the identification of complex protein mixtures.
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Integrated approaches are widely used to identify isoelectric point (pI) for a particular class of pro-
phosphorylation sites as this type of work often teins. An IPG gel plate rather than an SDS–PAGE
requires enrichment of phosphopeptides prior to LC– gel is used in the second dimension. Thus, instead of
MS/MS analysis. In the past we have identified an array of protein spots as with IEF/SDS–PAGE
nitric-oxide synthase (eNOS) phosphopeptides by methods, proteins will focus in a diagonal line across
using immobilised metal affinity chromatography the gel plate, except for those proteins that have
(IMAC) for pre-enrichment of phosphopeptides and undergone a shift in pI from the first to the second
performing subsequent solid-phase extraction–capil- dimension (Fig. 6). This method allows proteins
lary electrophoresis (SPE–CE) connected on-line containing specific modifications to become outliers
with an electrospray ionization (ESI) MS/MS instru- [72]. A similar principle using mass separation in
ment [64]. In this particular study we found ‘‘peak
parking’’ during CE (i.e., data dependent modulation
of electrophoretic voltage) to be extremely advan-
tageous for the detection of very low abundance
phosphopeptides by data-dependent MS/MS [65].
This advantage is achieved because a reduction of
the voltage reduces the electrophoretic mobility and
therefore enhances the time available for the mass
spectrometer to detect and select for collision in-
duced dissociation (CID) peptides without adversely
affecting sensitivity [66]. We have applied this
technique to the analysis of in vivo phosphorylation
sites of endothelial nitric oxide synthase. For a
review of the use of integrated IMAC system see
elsewhere [67].

3.1.2. Function based selection of proteins
The number and extent of protein modifications is

unclear for proteome studies, although the percent-
age of modified proteins is expected to be very high.
It is of extreme importance to find out which
modifications play a role in biological function. Of
the 200 different types of protein modifications that
have been described [68] to date only a few have
been shown to be reversible and thus of regulatory
importance in biological processes. Protein phos-
phorylation receives the most attention because the
protein phosphorylation /de-phosphorylation process

Fig. 6. The principles of dIEF. Panel A: A schematic diagramalters the structure and consequently affects the
showing the first dimension of dIEF where proteins are separatedfunction of target proteins [69–71]. Recently we
according to their pI in an IPG strip; each protein is represented

have been developing a new technique which in- by circle, diamond and triangle. Panel B: Proteins are also
volves double isoelectric focusing (dIEF). With this separated according to their pI in the second dimension of dIEF.
method isoelectric focusing is performed in both first Proteins move from the IPG strip to the Immobiline dry-plate and

form a diagonal line. Panel C: Following biochemical treatment,and second dimensions. In the first dimension sam-
such as denaturing or reducing conditions, proteins that haveples are separated in immobilised pH gradients
undergone change from the first- to second-dimension will move

(IPGs) according to conventional methods. Between off the resulting protein diagonal. Panel D: Native / reducing dIEF
the first and the second dimension, the sample is of yeast lysate. The arrows indicate where proteins focused away
(bio) chemically treated to selectively alter the from the diagonal. Proteins were visualised by silver staining.
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two dimensions has also been developed and has information obtainable from 2-DE is pI and mass,
been particularly useful for isolating disulfide- relative abundance, protein isoforms and modifica-
bonded proteins in complex samples [73]. tions, subcellular localisation, rate of turnover, pro-

tein associations, and co-regulation of proteins. This
3.2. Protein arrays information and the resolving power achieved using

narrow range IPGs (1 pH unit /24 cm IPG) are being
3.2.1. Protein chip displays used to assemble a ‘‘three-dimensional view’’ of the

In addition to high-throughput MS based tech- proteome, where the third dimension relates to the
nologies for proteome analyses, emerging microarray subcellular location, temporal or spatial expression,
technologies are allowing for systematic analysis on or sequential (detergent) solubilisation of proteins
a proteome-wide scale. Protein micro-arrays now [83]. The use of 2-DE for expression proteomics is
exist that are chemically robust and stable, have a particularly targeted at those proteins that meet the
high binding efficiency and specificity [74], and are specifications of mass (,10 kDa, .100 kDa) and pI
compact [75]. The number of bound peptides that (.pH 3, ,pH 9). Proteins that have a low solubility
can be synthesized per unit area has grown from the or high hydrophobicity, are of low abundance, and
early applications involving 96-microtitrer plates have a detection limiting number of dye-staining
[76] to the use of photolithographic techniques groups can fall beyond the scope of 2-DE. Some

2capable of over 250 000 elements /cm [75]. Protein- membrane proteins are difficult or unable to be
to-protein based arrays include antibody, phage analysed by 2-DE. Significant progress has been
displayed antibody or polypeptide recognition moi- made in the separation of intra-membrane, mem-
eties [74,77]. The global analysis of entire proteomes brane-associated and other hydrophobic proteins
under carefully defined and controllable conditions using alkaline (carbonate) incubation [84,85], or
such as pH, temperature and test binding molecules organic solvent (chloroform and methanol) extraction
[78] is very attractive and facilitates the large scale [86]. However, although these 2-DE methods have
screening of biochemical activity and protein interac- been successful, a one-dimensional SDS–PAGE
tions [79,80]. Recently, proteomic chips have been approach maybe more suitable for some membrane
used to characterise the protein binding partners of proteins because of the harsher conditions employed
calmodulin; a conserved membrane protein and to solubilise proteins [87]. Protein mixtures with
secondary messenger for growth, differentiation and large differences in copy number (7 to 8 orders of
membrane trafficking. Zhu et al. [80] arrayed 5800 magnitude in human cells [88]) may also present a
different proteins comprising |93% of yeast open challenge for the 2-DE approach. Areas of concern
reading frames (ORF’s) and found six known and 33 are the IPG loading capacity, and staining that offers
novel calmodulin binding partners. only 4–5 orders of magnitude for silver and fluores-

Proteins have also been successfully characterised cent stain detection. The amount of sample required
using a combination of chip-based analyte capture to detect low abundance proteins is displayed in Fig.
and MS [81]. This combination allows variations in 7. Some of the challenges faced by gel electro-
proteins following different treatments to be quanti- phoresis may be readily solved by the use of
tated and these proteins identified using surface alternative technologies discussed above.
enhanced laser desorption / ionisation time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF-MS). SELDI re- 3.3. Protein and peptide quantitation
tains proteins on a solid-phase binding surface as an
array using affinity capture with direct detection of Quantitative and global protein analysis is an
retained proteins by TOF-MS [82]. essential complement to the study of gene expres-

sion. Until recently, quantitative measurements of
3.2.2. 2-DE–protein ‘‘macroarrays’’ protein expression consisted of using either radioac-

2-DE is a powerful technology for simultaneously tive [16], or stable isotope [89] labelling followed by
resolving large numbers of proteins and has re- 2-D electrophoresis, high-performance liquid chro-
mained a key component in proteome analysis. The matography (HPLC) [90] or (f-moc) based amino
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Fig. 7. Representation of total protein amounts required for individual protein visualisation by silver and Coomassie staining. These
7calculations are based on 1 mg of yeast protein being derived from harvesting 6?10 cells, protein mass of 50 kDa and 100% efficiency.

acid analysis [91] of proteins. 2-D gels have success- tant protein expression in yeast cells [94]; and
fully been used for this approach in the past [92]. expression differences for some micro-organisms
However, multiple 2-DE gels are required to track [95].
reproducible and statistically relevant changes and Recently, much attention has been given to the
this is constrained by the speed of 2-DE separations quantitative profiling of differentially induced pro-
and software analysis. There are several new quan- teins, tagged and affinity captured using ICATs and
titative technologies, which will be discussed below. MS [96], see Fig. 8A. With this approach the

expressed proteins (from a cell grown under two
3.3.1. Isotopic labels different physiological conditions) are labelled separ-

Proteolytic stable isotope labelling provides quan- ately on the side chains of their reduced cysteine
titative and concurrent comparisons between indi- residues using one of two isotopically different but
vidual proteins from two entire proteome pools. This chemically identical sulfhydryl-reactive ICAT re-
allows the relative differences of signal intensities of agents (Fig. 8B). One of the ICAT reagents has
heavy and light paired peptides to be determined. hydrogen atoms on the carbon backbone (the d0

18Two O atoms are incorporated into the carboxyl reagent), and the other is an isotopically heavy (d8)
termini of all tryptic peptides during the cleavage of reagent, where the hydrogen atoms have been re-
all proteins in the first pool, while proteins from the placed with deuterium atoms. As the pair of peptides

16second pool contain two O atoms. Both peptide labelled with the d0 and d8 versions of the ICAT
mixtures are combined and the masses and isotope reagent are chemically identical, according to the
ratios of each peptide pair (differing by 4 Da) are stable isotope dilution theory [97], they serve as
measured by high-resolution MS. Relative signal mutual internal standards for accurate protein quanti-
intensities of paired peptides quantify the expression fication. The relative quantity of each protein present
levels of proteins and sequence analysis enables in the two biological samples is determined by
protein identification. Some recent applications in- measuring the relative signal intensities of the con-
clude: the comparison of virion proteins between two currently eluting isotopically labelled peptides using
serotypes of adenovirus [93]; wild-type versus mu- an initial mass spectral scan. The identification of the
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Fig. 8. The ICAT approach uses protein mixtures of two cell states that have been treated with the isotopically labelled light and heavy
reagent. (A) The protein mixtures are combined and enzymatically digested. ICAT labelled peptides are isolated using the tag and separated
by LC. Labelled peptides are chemically identical and elute almost simultaneously. They are easily recognised because they have a mass
difference of 8 Da. The ratios of the two peptides can then be calculated and the protein identified. (B) This reagent is made up of an affinity
tag (biotin), a linker to incorporate stable isotopes, and a thiol reactive group specific toward the thiol group of cysteines [96].

proteins is accomplished by switching the instrument Escherichia coli. In E. coli, benzoate disrupts the
to MS/MS mode in which it selects peptides for transmembrane electrical potential and uncouples
CID. ATP synthesis. Lambert et al. were able to show an

increase in benzoate induced expression of 33 pro-
3.3.2. Two-dimensional difference gel teins using the DIGE technology [100]. These pro-
electrophoresis (DIGE) gels teins were subsequently identified using MALDI-

Experimental variability between 2-DE gels re- TOF.
quires reference images to be built up of multiple
(|6) gels before statistically significant comparisons 3.4. Protein identification and characterisation
can be made [98]. This requirement can be circum-
vented if comparisons between two states are The technologies that enable the identification of
achieved on a single gel. 2-D DIGE [99] achieves proteins and peptides target specific physico chemi-
this by using different amine reactive fluorescent dye cal properties. Some techniques are more amenable
labels for two samples which are then combined and than others to the analysis of particular classes of
run on a single 2-D gel. The gel is then compared for proteins. Whilst amino acid composition analysis
variations in expression using different wavelengths (AAC) [101–105] is now used less often because of
for image analysis. Modified expression can be accurate and sensitive MS based techniques, it has
quantified because of differences in the ratio of dye been used successfully for many years. AAC bases
label. This technology has been applied to study the identifications on similarity of composition of amino
differences in expression induced by benzoic acid in acids and can provide quantitative as well as quali-
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tative information. N-Terminal sequencing is also exclusion; ‘‘data dependent’’ acquisition; and ‘‘peak-
used successfully providing proteins are not blocked parking’’. Dynamic exclusion refers to the exclusion
at the amino terminus and are in pmol quantities of previously fragmented ion masses for a selected
[106]. N-Terminal sequencing is extremely useful for time (e.g., 45 s) or the exclusion of a user defined ion
establishing sequence information where no database list. This is done to eliminate the (redundant) frag-
correlation is possible. mentation of peptides already fragmented during an

experiment. Consequently a greater number of pep-
tide ions are fragmented. In addition, one can

3.4.1. MS based analysis program an instrument to only perform MS/MS in a
MS has become a powerful, rapid and sensitive data dependent manner; MS/MS information is

tool for the analysis of proteins. All mass spectrome- obtained only for those peptides that yield ‘‘quality’’
ters are built up of three components: (i) an ionisa- data, that can be used post-acquisition for database
tion source such as MALDI or ESI; (ii) a mass interrogation. CID can be performed in order of
analyser such as quadrupoles, ion trap, TOF tube; relative abundance of ions, which in many cases
(iii) an ion detector such as electron multipliers, rapidly elute from the HPLC or following SPE–CE
photomultipliers or conversion dynode [107,108]. (discussed above) and exceed the scan rate of the
The flexibility to combine ionisation sources with mass spectrometer. These tools therefore allow selec-
mass analysers has brought forward numerous types tive data acquisition and extended analysis time for
of MS instruments with varying mass accuracy, peptides in complex solutions or of low abundance.
sensitivity and importantly, applications. Ions pro-
duced in the ion source are separated in the mass
analyzer by their mass-to-charge (m /z) ratio. MS
data are recorded as ‘‘spectra’’ which display ion 4. Bio databases and software for interrogation
intensity versus the m /z value. The two techniques
that have become preferred methods for ionization of The continuing exponential increase of sequence
peptides and proteins are ESI and MALDI, due to information and annotation of databases, as well as
their effective application on a wide range of pro- the large amount of data that is generated in single
teins and peptides [109,110]. Generally, two types of high-throughput experiments requires current data-
MS data have been used for protein identification by bases to rely on sophisticated database management
correlation with sequence databases: (i) the accurate systems. A database is a store of information in any
mass of peptides (within 5 ppm resolution) derived number of particular formats for which content can
by specific emzymatic cleavage of the isolated be probed via a user interface to make inferences
protein; and (ii) CID spectra from individual pep- about experimental data. The maintenance of a
tides isolated after proteolysis of the target protein. robust infrastructure of biological data is very im-
The methods to generate these data have been portant as the majority of identifications are via
described elsewhere [111]. An important caveat to search engines probing protein and nucleotide data-
these correlative analyses is that the protein se- bases. For example, the EST database [112,113] is
quence, or protein sequence translated in six frames the largest store of information and contains
from nucleotide sequence, is contained within the 9 184 900 entries (October 2001). This information
database being searched. can be manipulated in different ways for the identifi-

Besides MS hardware, development of MS soft- cation of known proteins or peptides. Databases can
ware to assist in data acquisition directly relates to be grouped into three broad categories defined by
the success of MS based protein identification. their information content and storage format. These
Identification of peptides in complex solutions is categories are summarised with examples in Fig. 8,
limited by the quality and amount of data generated and consist of literature (citations and journals),
during an MS experiment. Factors that contribute to factual (sequences and structure), and knowledge
the quality and abundance of data are: dynamic (motifs and biochemical pathways) databases.
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Protein identification from MS experimental data identified as well as some post-translational modi-
requires computer algorithms that correlate MS and fications [119].
MS/MS spectra with database information [114–
116]. These algorithms are specific for MS data
interrogation applications and some of the web 5. Conclusion
addresses of these applications have been included in
Fig. 9. Protein identification requires either; accurate Proteomic tools measure gene expression, protein
peptide mass (|5–25 ppm resolution) for MS, or activity and interactions of biological events at the
MS/MS from peptides following enzymatic cleav- protein level. Proteins are the major catalysts of
age. The analysis of PMF results are not always biological function and contain several dimensions of
straightforward, as experimental input masses do not information that collectively indicate the actual
always match theoretical database masses. These rather than the potential functional state as indicated
unexpected masses [117] can result in the incorrect by mRNA analysis. Measurements can be made in
identification, and may result from modification and/ terms of protein quantity, location, and time-point.
or non-specific cleavage or multiple proteins within For the future we see a further integration of existing
the sample. There are however useful search engines and new technologies for proteomics from a wide
that take known protein modifications into account range of areas of biochemistry, chemistry, physics,
[118]. In comparison, the information content of computing science and molecular biology. This will
MS/MS spectra can provide rapid and unambiguous further advance our knowledge of how biological
identification of known peptides from databases systems are built up and what mechanisms control
because more information is present in a CID these systems. However, the potential of proteomics
spectrum of a peptide such as; mass of the intact to comprehensively answer all biological questions is
peptide, sequence specific fragmentation of ions and limited as only protein activity is measured. A
internal fragment ions. The benefits of the MS/MS unification of genomics, proteomics, and other tech-
approach is that complex mixtures of proteins can be nologies is needed if we are to start to understand the

Fig. 9. Representation of information content of databases.
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